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The Current U.S. Antitrust Climate:
Practical M&A Pointers for Israeli Companies
Only a month into the 2018, it appears likely that the breakneck global
pace of cross-border M&A will continue for the foreseeable future. And
while it remains to be seen whether Israel will continue to see individual
inbound M&A activity of the magnitude of the Intel-Mobileye acquisition,
the Mexichem-Netafim deal, or the Mitsubishi Tanabe-NeuroDerm deal,
it appears a safe bet that the parade of deals isn’t over, and it is likely that
Israeli companies will continue to pursue and achieve exits and potentially acquisitions
involving U.S. and other foreign companies in the coming year.
Israeli companies that may find themselves considering M&A activity with U.S. companies
(or non-companies exposed to U.S. merger review) should engage in antitrust planning
as soon as they begin to explore potential exits (and other deals) and focus on three key
themes as they consider the potential competition issues:

U.S. Merger Review Changes, Stays the Same
Traditionally, in Republican administrations, the U.S. governmental agencies charged
with antitrust merger review challenge fewer mergers and to give more credence to the
merging parties’ pro-deal arguments. So far, that does not appear to be the case with the
Trump Administration.
First, it has taken a relatively long period of time to install new political appointees at
the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) and Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”), which split
jurisdiction over U.S. antitrust review by industry. Top DOJ enforcer Makan Delrahim took
office only in October, while the FTC is still headed by Acting Chair Maureen Ohlhausen, a
(Republican) Obama appointee from 2011.
Further, new administration nominees (both confirmed and pending) continue to come
from the mainstream of U.S. antitrust thinking. As a result of holdover leadership, slow
transition, and continuity in enforcement philosophy, the agencies have continued a
relatively active enforcement approach throughout 2017. In fact, many antitrust experts
are surprised by the nature and intensity of the government’s challenges to pending
transactions such as AT&T’s intended acquisition of Time Warner and the proposed deal
between titanium dioxide manufacturers Tronox and Cristal.
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Both agencies’ professional staffs continue to challenge mergers
across sectors, including aggressive action in the media, high tech,
retail/pharmacy, fantasy sports, and chemicals industries. The
agencies have also signaled their willingness to challenge deals
that are already closed, and deals too small to be reportable in
the U.S. (see, e.g., the Parker-Hannifin/CLARCOR and TransDigm/
Takata transactions).

jurisdictions: that multi-jurisdictional review on a global scale
takes time, and that optimal timing requires careful planning to
ensure the fastest path to global approval and closing.
A few key considerations:
•

Timing in One Jurisdiction Will Affect Others: Different
jurisdictions have different timing rules, and it is not
uncommon for a given jurisdiction to delay consideration
of a deal’s competition merits in order to ensure alignment
with regulators in another. Carefully planning a calendar of
multi-jurisdictional filings and orchestrating them with both
primary antitrust counsel and local counsel in each relevant
jurisdiction is key to achieving and speeding approval.

•

A Consistent Story is Imperative: Regulators share
information and prize consistency. One key mistake made
in multinational deals is for the parties to hire local counsel
in each jurisdiction and allow each counsel to develop its
own advocacy plan. Parties aiming for favorable, consistent
outcomes and an efficient process need to designate primary
coordinating counsel from a sophisticated antitrust practice
in an experienced U.S. law firm and use a single, consistent
“deal story” throughout the process, in addition to working
with local counsel in other countries (through their primary
U.S. antitrust counsel) to address any country-specific issues
outside the U.S..

•

Accounting for Multijurisdiction Review in Deal Negotiations:
Parties should consider and account for overall deal risk and
timing from the outset of negotiations. Accounting for deal
risk using traditional contract terms like definitive outside
dates and break-up fees becomes more difficult as approval
calendars grow longer and more complex. Parties can more
successfully protect themselves by addressing the approval
process from the outset, carefully assessing where approval
will be necessary and identifying likely timing issues, and
negotiating from an informed place.

New U.S. Reportability Thresholds Present an
Opportunity to Consider Reportability
The FTC just released its 2018 thresholds for deal reportability,
which generally hinge on the size of transaction. For Israeli buyers
or targets, the key elements to remember are:
•

Not all Transactions Above the Threshold Must be Notified:
Transactions are generally not subject to pre-merger
reporting requirements in the U.S. if they will leave the buyer
with less than $84.4 million worth of voting securities and/or
assets of the target – up from the $80.8 million threshold in
place in 2017.

•

Not all Transactions Above the Threshold Must be Notified:
There are a range of exceptions and other components to the
American rules that may eliminate the requirement of filing
notice with the appropriate agency. Israeli companies may
find the following most interesting:
• Size of Person Test: Transactions above $84.4 million
(but smaller than $337.6 million) in value may not require
notice if one or more parties do not meet relatively complex
“size of person” tests;
• Foreign Assets Exemption: The American rules exempt
acquisitions of foreign assets unless those assets generate
sales into the U.S. of more than $84.4 million annually.

•

“Non-Reportable” Does Not Mean “Non-Reviewable”: As
discussed above, regardless of whether a transaction requires
reporting to the U.S. government under the American
rules, the DOJ and FTC still have jurisdiction to review the
transaction. The agencies increasingly have reviewed nonreportable transactions, and have done so particularly where
it appeared that the parties were aware of a substantial
competitive overlap or issue (e.g., a direct overlap leaving
just 1 or 2 competitors in a small product area) and failed to
raise the issue when asked by regulators to do so.

Medium - to Large-Scale Transactions Increasingly
Involve Complex Worldwide Review
Israeli companies will increasingly encounter what American
and European companies know about deals that touch
many
2
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Conclusion
Continued aggressive enforcement in the U.S. and increasingly
complex review processes around the world put a premium
on preparedness. Although many deal teams engage antitrust
counsel only once a deal is imminent (or already signed), the
better practice is to begin considering competition issues and
process as soon as the business leaders determine that serious
interest in an M&A transaction exists.
Ryan Tisch is a partner in Crowell & Moring’s Antitrust Group,
who represents many of the largest and most sophisticated
companies in the world on antitrust issues.

Previous Events
Crowell & Moring Hosts Two Innovative Programs in Tel Aviv
and Meets Leadership Teams from Leading Israeli Companies
Crowell & Moring’s Israel Practice was in full swing in December. Apart from the firm’s ongoing work for approximately 40 Israeli
clients, December featured an ambitious trip to Israel for six of our U.S.-based attorneys, including antitrust, corporate transactions,
employment, intellectual property advice, intellectual property disputes, and product liability advice and litigation experts.
Our team produced two educational and networking programs and met with leaders of some of Israel’s largest and most innovative
companies from Rehovot to Tel Aviv to Migdal Ha’emek, both privately and at the programs we conducted. The first program was an
innovative and interactive case study examining the lifecycle of a technology-based product from conception through sales in the US. It
also highlighted firm’s partnership with Israel-US Intellectual Property.
The audience consisted of a combination of IP managers, general
counsels, entrepreneurs and investors.
The second program focused on Israel, U.S., and international antitrust
issues. The program, “Antitrust Developments and Compliance in Israel,
The U.S., and Worldwide: De-mystifying and Addressing Antitrust Issues
Impacting Day-to-Day Business” was presented in conjunction with
the Association of Corporate Counsel of Israel. The program featured
dynamic presentations from both Crowell & Moring and a senior official
from the Israel Antitrust Authority’s investigations unit.
On this trip we added product liability and antitrust specialists to our
normal core Israeli team of experienced intellectual property and
corporate attorneys.

Intellectual Property and Product Liability
Lifecycle: A Case Study Seminar.
This event showcased the new partnership between Crowell
& Moring and Israel-US Intellectual Property (ISUS IP) that will
provide unique offerings to clients. The case-study seminar
examined a product lifecycle from conception through launch
of a hypothetical Israeli company launching a new product
into the US market. Crowell & Moring attorneys Sam Feigin,
Mark Kass, Kathryn Clune, Michael Jacobs, and Andrew Kaplan
presented at the event and were joined by ISUS IP co-founders
Jason Mirabito and Omer Peled.
During the interactive presentation, the ISUS IP co-founders
and Crowell & Moring attorneys performed as the fictional
company’s CEO, general counsel, in-house patent manager, and
outside intellectual property and torts counsel. The audience
served as the board of directors.
The presenters discussed questions that emerge during various
stages of the process of entering the U.S. market. Using the

From Left to Right: Mark Kass, Ryan Tisch, Katie Clune, Mike
Jacobs, Andrew Kaplan, and Sam Feigin.

fictional company for context, they outlined the lifecycle of
an Israeli company doing business in the U.S. and how that
company would evolve once successful in the market. From
accusations of infringement by competitors to accusing others
of infringement, the presenters outline how companies could
play offense and defense across in various forums, including
federal district courts, the International Trade Commission and
the U.S. Patent Office. They also addressed issues concerning
product liability, ranging from setting proper procedures and
protocols to handling adverse events.
As the CEO and general counsel of the company, Sam Feigin
and Mark Kass presented a realistic scenario where they
demonstrated that strategic imperatives (beyond the IP realm),
as well as financial and time-related pressures from company
leadership are practical concerns. Additionally, they asked
questions that management would ask of counsel such as the
cost, time, and reasoning behind particular actions with respect
to investing in the U.S. market.
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The audience brought up many useful questions that board
members should be asking of companies such as how to write
patent applications, how to establish trademark protections, how
to navigate with patent office challenges to the patentability of a
product and how to manage disputes and IPRs. They also asked
jurisdictional questions regarding the ITC and the scope and
impact of exclusion orders enforced by U.S. Customs.
Overall, this event was very successful in presenting various legal
and business considerations in a practical and fun context.
Michael Jacobs is vice-chair of Crowell & Moring’s
Intellectual Property Group.

The presentations included practical approaches to issues that
arise in commercial and strategic contracts being negotiated
every day, what to focus on when your business is considering
M&A, and how to respond to inquiries and investigations from
the government.
Presenters included:
Ryan Tisch, of Crowell & Moring’s Antitrust
Group, who represents many of the largest and
most sophisticated companies in the world on
antitrust issues.

Sam Feigin, of Crowell & Moring’s Corporate
Group and Chair of Crowell & Moring’s Israel
Practice.

Antitrust Developments and Compliance in Israel, The
US, and Worldwide: De-mystifying and Addressing
Antitrust Issues Impacting Day-to-Day Business
Co-hosted with ACC Israel (Association of Corporate Counsel).
Israeli companies conducting business in the US and elsewhere
abroad need to understand and comply with antitrust regulations.
In this seminar, we aimed to help in-house counsel better
understand the legal antitrust landscape and handle the issues
that arise in day-to-day business situations. Topics included:
•

Antitrust investigations in Israel and Abroad

•

Antitrust Compliance for the Global Israeli Business

•

Bid rigging/ tender collusion

•

Excessive/ monopoly pricing

•

Merger review timing and process in the US and Israel

•

Pricing, discounting, and other contracting issues

Mark Kass, of Crowell & Moring’s Corporate
Group and Member of Crowell & Moring’s
Israel Practice Steering Committee.

Ariella Justman, Adv., Investigations 		
Department, Antitrust Authority of Israel.

If you have questions or would like additional information related to the content provided in this
newsletter, please contact the authors or Sam Feigin, Chair of Crowell & Moring’s Israel Practice.
https://www.crowell.com/Practices/Israel-Practice
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Q&A with Product Liability Partner
Andrew Kaplan
Crowell & Moring product liability partner Andrew Kaplan joined
other members of our Israel Practice in Tel Aviv in December
for client visits and two events. Below he shares some of the
common product liability issues and questions facing Israeli
businesses seeking to do business in the United States.

What US government agencies most
commonly regulate products from Israel?

It of course depends on the type of product, but there are two
main ones that Israeli companies may come into contact with. For
consumer product companies, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission is the regulating authority. For medical devices,
pharmaceuticals, and many food products, the Food and Drug
Administration is the regulator.

When is the best time to consider which
regulations that might affect my product?

The best course of action is actually to use a regulatory
compliance framework as a way of mitigating risk before entering
the U.S. market. Practically, this means you should integrate
regulations and requirements into the product design – consider
which markets you may seek to enter early enough in the product
development process so that you don’t end up with a product
that the U.S. government will not allow.

What are some top product liability
concerns facing companies today?

The proliferation of interconnected products opens up a host
of cybersecurity and privacy issues. What happens to personal
data and information is of primary concern – where does the
data go? How long is it held for? There are also significant
concerns around the security of the information contained in
interconnected devices and the hackability of the device in order
to obtain the personal information. Basically, any product that’s
connected to the internet and any product that collects personal
data has variety of privacy and cybersecurity risks that need to be
addressed, design phase through commercialization.

Can you sum up your advice for Israeli
companies in one sentence?

Regulation cannot be an afterthought in product design.

Andrew Kaplan is vice-chair of Crowell &
Moring’s Mass Tort, Product, and Consumer
Litigation Group and is a member of the
Advertising & Product Risk Management
Group.

FDA Issues First-of-Its-Kind Guidance
for Manufacturers of 3D-Printed
Medical Devices
As many know, Israel is one of, if not the epicenter of 3-D
printing. Cutting edge companies line the streets of Rehovot
and Ness Ziona. 3D printing, commonly referred to as “additive
manufacturing,” is an emerging area of technology poised to
revolutionize the way commercial and consumer products
are manufactured. This technology is relatively nascent, but
growing fast in the Israeli market and around the globe. The
Hebrew University of Jerusalem recently hosted a conference
featuring researchers alongside startups with products in
the medical device and other industries in the first Israeli
conference on 3D printing, showing the increasing importance
of this new industry.
U.S. regulatory bodies have not acted quickly to enact or modify
regulations to specifically address 3D-printing technologies. In
December 2017, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
became the first U.S. agency to speak comprehensively on its
present thinking and expectations for regulation of 3D-printed
products.
On December 4, 2017, the FDA issued first-of-its-kind guidance
to manufacturers of 3D-printed products—in this case, medical
devices. The FDA’s 28-page guidance offers manufacturers of
3D-printed medical devices a path to regulatory compliance.
While this is likely only the beginning of FDA action regarding
3D-printing technologies, this guidance could have implications
for other agencies considering regulations, and courts that may
perceive this non-binding guidance to constitute the industry’s
standard of care.
FDA’s Guidance
FDA’s technical guidance document is entitled “Technical
Considerations for Additive Manufactured Medical Devices.”
The FDA describes the guidance as being “broadly organized
into two topic areas: Design and Manufacturing Considerations
. . . and Device Testing Considerations.” Thus it speaks both to
quality requirements, and is intended to clarify the pathway
additive manufacturers must follow in seeking FDA approval
to sell 3D-printed medical devices (but does not apply to
biological, cellular or tissue-based products). The guidance is
neither binding nor likely to be static. It outlines the Agency’s
current thinking on approaches to additive manufacturing,
including on such topics as general and patient-matched device
design, product testing, and current good manufacturing
processes.
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Commissioner Gottlieb, the FDA’s “recommendations are likely
to evolve as the technology develops in unexpected ways.”
“In order to ensure the safety and effectiveness of [3D printed
medical devices], [the FDA is] working to establish a regulatory
framework for how [it] plan[s] to apply existing laws and
regulations that govern device manufacturing to non-traditional
manufacturers like medical facilities and academic institutions
that create 3D-printed personalized devices for specific
patients they are treating.” Although the Commissioner did not
articulate the FDA’s precise agenda when it comes to 3D-printed
devices, he noted that FDA engineers in the Center for
Devices and Radiological Health (CRDH) have been conducting
research in their own 3D printing facility to determine the
effect that changes in the production and design processes can
have on a device’s safety and functionality. According to the
Commissioner, “[t]his research . . . helps inform us as regulators
to help us understand the policy framework needed to ensure
the quality and safety of 3D printed products.”
While the guidance is not technically binding, it is final.
This means it expresses current Agency expectations when
evaluating quality practices and premarket submissions for
3D-printed medical devices that manufacturers should follow
unless they can demonstrate that an alternative approach
satisfies the requirements of the applicable statutes and
regulations. Highlights of the guidance document include:
Over-Arching Principle: FDA explains that “[i]t is anticipated
that [additive manufactured] devices will generally follow the
same regulatory requirements as the classification and/or
regulation to which a non-[additive manufactured] device of
the same type is subject.”
Quality System: Manufacturers of medical devices made in
whole, or in part, by additive manufacturing should follow
Quality System (QS) requirements to ensure that the devices
can perform as intended. Accordingly, manufacturers should
identify risks and document how they intend to mitigate
those risks throughout the manufacturing process, using
“all reasonably obtained knowledge about [the 3D printing]
machine’s capabilities to ensure the manufacturing process
outputs meet defined requirements. Quantitative knowledge
of the machine’s capabilities and limitations can be gained
through test builds, worst-case builds, or process validation.”
The Agency further recommends using a production flow
diagram that identifies the steps involved in the manufacturing
of the device to help ensure that all elements of product quality
are addressed. An example of an additive manufacturing
production flow chart that appears in FDA’s guidance document
is reproduced below:

6
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3D Printing Machines: To ensure that the product can be
reliably built, FDA recommends that manufacturers compare
and document the desired design of the device to the
“manufacturing tolerances of the individual machine.” FDA also
notes that the quality of medical products may vary when built
using different additive manufacturing machines. “Therefore,
knowledge of how the variability of each input parameter and
processing step affects the final finished device or component is
critical to ensuring part quality.”
Material Controls: The Agency notes that materials may
undergo significant chemical and/or physical changes in the
manufacturing process, which could affect the integrity of the
medical product. As such, manufacturers should implement
appropriate material controls “[t]o ensure consistency of the
incoming raw material and the final product.” In addition,
manufacturers should understand and document the effects
that material specification changes and material reuse have on
the build process and final device.
Post-Processing: FDA acknowledges that manufacturing
steps conducted after the 3D printing process may impact the
performance of the final device. It therefore recommends
that additive manufacturers identify any potential detrimental
effects and establish procedures to maintain device
performance.
Revalidation: FDA advises that “[c]hanges to the device,
manufacturing process, or process deviations should be
identified and analyzed for the potential risks they introduce.”
Such changes or deviations may require the additive
manufacturer to revalidate the manufacturing process.
Examples of revalidation triggers include: software changes
(e.g., changing or updating build preparation software);
material changes (e.g., supplier, incoming material specification,
reused powder, new formulation) or material handling; changes
to the spacing or orientation of devices or components in the
build volume; changes to the software workflow; and physically
moving the printing machine.
The FDA emphasized that “[n]ot all considerations described
will be applicable to every device, given the variety of [additive
manufacturing] technologies, materials, and devices made with
additive manufacturing.”

Will Other Agencies Follow Suit?
Although each federal agency acts independently, by issuing
this guidance, FDA may have set a standard that influences
other regulators. Historically, it is not uncommon for one
agency’s thought leadership about a new technology or
scientific advancement to influence other agencies’ thinking
and action on those issues. For instance:

Rebecca Chaney is a counsel in Crowell &
Moring’s Mass Tort, Product, and Consumer
Litigation and Advertising & Product Risk
Management Groups.

In developing a summary of cybersecurity best practices in
the automotive industry, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) looked to the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) cybersecurity standards as a
“baseline” for federal cybersecurity best practices and industryspecific security guidelines.4

Robbie Rogart is a counsel in Crowell &
Moring’s Litigation, Advertising & Product Risk
Management, and Torts Groups.

The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has also
followed the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) lead
on chemical risk assessments. For instance, in issuing its
final rule prohibiting children’s toys and child care articles
from containing specific phthalates, 16 C.F.R. part 1307,
the CPSC justified the propriety of conducting a cumulative
risk assessment in part by pointing to EPA’s routine use of
cumulative risk assessments to assess certain chemicals.5
Implications in Medical Device Litigation?
FDA’s non-binding guidance may further influence judicial
actions involving additive manufacturing, to the extent that
courts treat the FDA’s guidance as evidence of the industry’s
standard of care. It also would not be without precedent for
courts to do so. In the food litigation context, for instance,
courts have found that the FDA’s method of testing compliance
also applies to plaintiffs in a private action, even though FDA’s
regulations do not require private litigants to follow the same
methodology. In fact, in February 2016, an MDL court dismissed
claims asserted in 11 putative class action lawsuits alleging
that the sugar content in Whole Foods’ store-brand yogurt was
false and misleading because their evidence of a misstatement
of the yogurt’s sugar content did not comply with FDA testing
methodology.
Even though the FDA’s guidance is “final,” stakeholders can still
become engaged with the FDA as it assesses how to regulate
3D-printed medical devices. FDA’s good guidance practices
require that the Agency continue to accept comments at any
time, and a docket has been set up to receive comments on this
guidance.

Chalana Williams is an associate in Crowell
& Moring’s Advertising & Product Risk
Management and Antitrust Groups.

Top Takeaways From the
Autonomous Vehicle Safety
Regulation World Congress 2017:
The United States historically has state-based regulations
on some automobile safety and emissions regulations, a
very different system from most of the rest of the world. As
technology in autonomous vehicles continues to quickly evolve,
industry players met and conferenced on safety issues. Two
Crowell & Moring attorneys attended and gathered some
important lessons for companies producing and participating in
the U.S. market.
The big takeaways from The Autonomous Vehicle Safety
Regulation World Congress centered on:
1) The importance of a U.S. federal scheme for AV regulation
and;
2) The reality of the U.S. states’ interest in traditional issues
such as traffic enforcement, product liability, and insurance
coverage.
In keeping with those messages, the World Congress kicked
off with NHTSA Deputy Administrator and Acting Director,
Heidi King, speaking about NHTSA’s goals and interest followed
almost immediately with wide participation from the states
including California, Michigan, and Pennsylvania, among others.
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Deputy Administrator King emphasized NHTSA’s desire to
foster an environment of collaboration among all stakeholders,
including the states. Ms. King emphasized that safety remains
the top priority at NHTSA. NHTSA has provided some guidance,
and looks forward to hearing from stakeholders about the best
way to support and encourage growth in autonomous vehicles.
NHTSA wants to provide a flexible frame work to keep the door
open for private sector innovation. It is necessary to build public
trust and confidence in the safety of autonomous vehicles,
and that can only accomplished by all stakeholders working
together.
NHTSA is working on the next version of AV guidance, having
already issues its 2.0 version, with an expected release of 3.0
in 2018. The guidelines will remain voluntary, but NHTSA is
ready to support entities as they try to implement the voluntary
guidance. Working with the states, DOT, OEMs, and other
stakeholders, NHTSA hopes to continue to be flexible and allow
for rapid changes. Later in the conference lawyers emphasized
the importance of compliance with the guidance in minimizing
liability particularly in no-fault states such as Michigan.
Dr. Bernard Soriano, deputy director, California Department of
Motor Vehicles, similarly confirmed that California’s overarching
interest in regulating AV is the safe operation of vehicles on
its roadways. In summarizing California’s recent October
11, 2017 release of revised regulations, he emphasized that
“change happens fast,” and that the state is pleased to now be
close to allowing completely driverless testing. He recognized
the federal preemption on the design of the vehicle and its
crashworthiness and emphasized the state’s interest in the
operation of the vehicles and compliance with state traffic laws.
Dr. Soriano indicated that since AV testing began in California
there have been 44 crashes correlated to the number of cars
on the road. He noted that most of them had been minor,
low speed events usually involving a car with a driver not
anticipating the action of the AV which follows the traffic
laws and “drives like a grandmother.” Indeed, representatives
from New York, Pennsylvania and Michigan agreed on the
importance of driver training and emphasized the role of the
manufacturer and dealer in offering that training and providing
incentives for drivers to learn new systems. As Kara Templeton,
director, Bureau of Driver Licensing, Pennsylvania Department
of Transportation, pointed out, the state DMVs do not train on
cruise control or other features in the car. She also emphasized
the need to train non-AV drivers on how to deal with AVs
operating with them together on the roadways.
Catherine Curtis, the director of vehicle programs for the
American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators spoke
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about their work on the Jurisdictional Guidelines for the Safe
Testing and Deployment of Highly Automated Vehicles which
will propose a framework to ensure consistency among states
on the implementation of regulations to encourage innovation
and widespread distribution of safety technologies. Importance
of SAE terms as a universal definition for consistency ideas for
manufacturers on system use and misuse, criminal activity and
crash and incident reporting expected release in late February
2018.
On cybersecurity, the speakers made it clear that security issues
cross all IT systems, well beyond cars, and that those issues
must be addressed regardless of specific legislative activities at
the state level. The speakers repeatedly emphasized the need
to follow best practices and encouraged white hat efforts to
identify vulnerabilities and protect against attacks and other
actions with malicious intent.
Panelists also recognized the importance of data and the need
to define the ownership of black box information as well as
images on cameras and other parameters being tracked by
the vehicle. Terrence J. McDonnell, staff sergeant, New York
state police, acknowledged that in addition to the data in the
vehicle, law enforcement generates its own data at the scene of
any accident to emphasize the layers of data at issue in the AV
world.
Lawyers predicted significant fights over the production of
source code in future product liability cases over potential
design defects and posed the question whether juries will
be able to understand the complexities of a software design
case. Others at the program predicted failure to warn claims
would be the first wave of liability cases against manufacturers
suggesting the importance of mitigating those risks by the
creative use of technology to educate and warn drivers. Other
risk mitigation advice at the conference included:
•

Avoid the temptation to over tout the advantages of
the AV technology in promotional activities to avoid
misrepresentation claims;

•

Leverage the dealer network with incentives to
educate drivers on the use of new technologies;

•

Consider the need to educate non-AV drivers as
vehicles with varied amounts of AV functionality hit
the roads together;

Many of the speakers over the two days conference agreed that
the existing product liability framework can adequately address
emerging high tech products. For that reason, the speakers
coalesced around advising businesses to assume the existing

risk utility paradigm for product liability will remain and to
design emerging products to meet those traditional tests. That
means thinking about whether there are reasonable alternative
designs that are technically, economically and practically
available and that will reliably enhance overall safety and be
accepted by consumers.

Cheryl A. Falvey is co-chair of Crowell
& Moring’s Advertising & Product Risk
Management Group.

Chahira Solh is a partner in Crowell & Moring’s
Antitrust Group.

Intellectual Property: Federal
Circuit Gives IPR Petitioners
Burden of Persuasion for Proving
Patentability of Amended Claims
Since the early days of the America Invents Act (AIA), the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office has required patent owners
seeking to amend claims in post-grant proceedings, such as
inter partes reviews (IPRs), to demonstrate patentability of
the amended claims, not only over a petitioner’s instituted
grounds of unpatentability, but in light of all prior art known to
the patent owner. As a result of this heightened standard, the
Patent Trial and Appeal Board has thus far denied 95 percent
of all patent owners’ motions to amend. This practice was
upended on Wednesday, October 4, 2017, by a sharply divided
en banc panel of the Federal Circuit in Aqua Prod., Inc. v. Matal,
No. 2015-1177 (Fed. Cir. Oct. 4, 2017).
With five opinions spanning 148 pages, the Federal Circuit
ultimately held that the burden is on the petitioner—not
the patent owner—to show that a patent owner’s proposed
amended claims are unpatentable over the prior art. In vacating
its prior panel decisions that upheld PTO rules which placed
the burden on the patent owner, this decision is anticipated
to elevate post-grant claim amendments to a more attainable
level.

Background
The AIA permits a patent owner to “file 1 motion to
amend the patent” by “cancel[ing] any challenged
patent claim” and “[f]or each challenged claim, propose
a reasonable number of substitute claims.” 35 U.S.C. §
316(d). The language of this statutory provision does not
expressly allocate a burden of persuasion on the patent
owner. The PTO, however, promulgated rules governing all
motion practice before the PTAB, requiring in part that “[t]
he moving party has the burden of proof to establish that
it is entitled to the requested relief.” 37 C.F.R. § 42.20(c).
In the case of motions to amend, the PTAB has since
interpreted this rule to place the burden of persuasion on
the moving party, the patent owner, requiring a showing—
by a preponderance of the evidence—that any proposed
claim amendments are patentable over known prior
art, even art that is not part of the instituted grounds.
According to some commentators, the PTO’s rules have
since been in tension with Congress’s overall mandate
that “[t]he petitioner shall have the burden of proving a
proposition of unpatentability by a preponderance of the
evidence.” 35 U.S.C. § 316(e).
Federal Circuit’s Opinion
Writing for the majority and facing a fractured panel,
Judge O’Malley aptly summarized what she describes as “a
narrow holding”:
Upon review of the statutory scheme, we believe that §
316(e) unambiguously requires the petitioner to prove
all propositions of unpatentability, including for amended
claims. This conclusion is dictated by the plain language
of § 316(e), is supported by the entirety of the statutory
scheme of which it is a part, and is reaffirmed by reference
to relevant legislative history. Because a majority of the
judges participating in this en banc proceeding believe
the statute is ambiguous on this point, we conclude in
the alternative that there is no interpretation of the
statute by the Director of the Patent and Trademark Office
(“PTO”) to which this court must defer under Chevron,
U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467
U.S. 837 (1984). And we believe that, in the absence of
any required deference, the most reasonable reading of
the AIA is one that places the burden of persuasion with
respect to the patentability of amended claims on the
petitioner.
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Opinion at 5-6.
Central to the decision was whether Chevron deference should
apply to the PTO’s requirement that the patent owner bear the
burden of persuasion regarding the patentability of amended
claims presented in a motion to amend. Led by Judge O’Malley,
a plurality held that no deference should be afforded because
the literal text, legislative history and statutory framework of §§
316(d) and (e) clearly indicate a congressional intent “to place
the burden of persuasion for all propositions of unpatentability
on the petitioner.” Opinion at 43. They reasoned inter alia
that § 316(e) unequivocally states “the petitioner shall have
the burden of proving a proposition of unpatentability by
a preponderance of the evidence,” and explained that this
burden never shifts to the patent owner—even in the context
of a motion to amend claims. Id. at 24.
In support of this position, the majority pointed to the fact
that “Section 316(e) uses the term ‘unpatentability,’ which
may refer to either pending or issued claims, rather than the
term ‘invalidity,’ which both courts and the PTO apply only
to issued claims.” Id. at 26. The majority stressed that “[t]
he terms ‘patentability’ and ‘unpatentability’ do not raise
separate inquiries; if they did, Congress would not have placed
the burden of proving ‘unpatentability’ on the petitioner in
§ 316(e) and then required the Board to issue a decision on
‘patentability’ in § 318(a) as if that were a disparate concept.”
Id. at 27. Accordingly, the majority found that the burden
enunciated in the statute applies equally to “all propositions of
unpatentability arising during IPRs, whether related to originally
challenged or entered amended claims.” Id. at 26 (emphasis in
original).
The majority also addressed the PTO regulatory argument
that § 316(a)(9) grants the Director of the PTO the authority to
“set[] forth standards and procedures for allowing the patent
owner to move to amend the patent under subsection (d) to
cancel a challenged claim or propose a reasonable number of
substitute claims.” The PTO argued that placing the burden of
proving patentability of amended claims on the patent owner
under Rules 42.20 and 42.121 is derived from this broad
authority. Opinion at 44. This argument was also rejected. In
reconciling the language of these regulatory requirements, the
majority reasoned that Rules 42.20 and 42.121 merely “address
preconditions to entry of the amended claims into the IPR,”
and do “not address the ultimate relief sought by the petitioner
in the IPR: a determination of unpatentability, leading to the
cancellation of challenged patent claims—as originally issued or
amended—after a final written decision.” Id. at 47.
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Under a de novo review of the statutes, Judges O’Malley,
Newman, Lourie, Moore, Wallach, Dyk and Reyna all agreed
that the most natural reading of §§ 316(d) and (e) places the
burden on petitioner to prove unpatentability of the amended
claims. Using a separate line of reasoning, Judges Renya and
Dyk found § 316(e) to be ambiguous with regard to allocating
the burden of persuasion, but nevertheless agreed the Chevron
deference did not apply. The Federal Circuit thus vacated the
PTAB’s decision to deny the patent owner’s motion to amend
and remanded for further proceedings.
With the burden now resting squarely on the petitioner,
an increase in filed and granted motions to amend may be
expected. It remains unclear though whether the petitioner is
restricted to the asserted prior art in the instituted grounds to
carry its burden of unpatentability with respect to any amended
claim, or whether the petitioner can introduce additional prior
art references. Compare Opinion at 26 (“The only remaining
question is whether they are unpatentable in the face of the
prior art cited in the IPR and any new art relevant to § 102 or §
103 that the petitioner asks be introduced into the IPR.”) with
Reyna concurrence at 2 (“The only question that remains is
whether the amended claims are patentable over the asserted
prior art.”); see also Dissent at 23 n.6 (“Additional prior art may
be needed to evaluate a new claim with a new element: if
that element was absent from the claims on which the IPR was
instituted, the petitioner may not have initially introduced prior
art that addressed the element.”).
It also remains to be seen if the PTAB’s current motion practice
is incongruent with the Federal Circuit’s decision given that
the party bearing the burden of persuasion is now afforded
but a single submission, while the non-burden-bearing party is
afforded two submissions—having both the first and last word
on the issue. These are questions with which the PTO, PTAB,
and the courts will have to wrestle in the inevitable aftermath
of the Federal Circuit’s decision.
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Cyber Security Regulatory
Developments: DoD and NIST
Publish New Guidance
Dec.01.2017
Both the Department of Defense and National Institute of
Standards & Technology (NIST) have put pen to paper and
provided new information for contractors looking to comply
with DFARS 252.204-7012 and its accompanying cybersecurity
requirements under NIST Special Publication (SP) 800171. Earlier this week, the DoD posted guidance explaining
that contractors can still use system security plans (SSPs)
under the original version of NIST SP 800-171 to “document
implementation” under the DFARS Clause, despite that version
not including SSPs as a security control requirement. Separately,
NIST published a draft of NIST SP 800-171A, Assessing Security
Requirements for Controlled Unclassified Information,
providing guidance to both contractors and their customers
regarding how to conduct assessments under NIST SP 800-171.
Importantly, the draft is open to comment through December
27, 2017, providing contractors with a unique opportunity
to weigh in on how their customers may ultimately judge
compliance with the DFARS Clause’s security requirements.
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U.S. Government Contracts Legal
and Regulatory Developments
The Fastest Five Minutes is presented by Crowell & Moring
co-hosts David Robbins and Peter Eyre. The podcast is a
bi-weekly summary of significant government contracts
legal and regulatory developments that no government
contracts lawyer or executive should be without. Subscribe
to our biweekly update on iTunes, Google Play, or listen
from our website (link for this text: https://www.crowell.
com/NewsEvents/AlertsNewsletters/Podcast-GovernmentContracts). This article is an adapted transcript from the
podcasts.

October 2017 Highlights
The Committee on Foreign Investment in the U.S. released its
unclassified annual report to Congress for calendar year 2015
and certain statistics for calendar years 2014-2016. CFIUS
reported that the number of filings remained steady in 2015
but increased significantly in 2016. For 2017, CFIUS projects a
record 250 notices. The frequency of 45-day investigations also
increased in 2016, along the number of notices withdrawn from
consideration. The president did not block any transactions
in 2015 but has blocked two transactions since 2015, each
involving Chinese acquirers.
In the calendar year 2015, the highest number of notices
involved originated from the countries of China, Canada,
the U.K., surprisingly, and Japan. The notices were divided
among four industry sectors as follows: Manufacturing (40%),
finance information and services (30%), mining, utilities and
construction, (18%) and wholesale trade, retail trade and
transportation (8%). CFIUS also noted that the U.S. intelligence
community believes there may be an effort, among foreign
governments or companies, to pursue transactions with U.S.
businesses involved in research, development or production
of critical technologies for which the United States is a leading
producer and it is extremely likely that foreign governments
will use a range of collection methods to obtain U.S. critical
technologies.
The Defense Security Service released a report recently
that focused on an analysis of 46,000 items from cleared
contractors of potential collection attempts in fiscal year 2016.
Pursuant to DOD Instruction 5200.39, which is critical program
information protection, DSS must provide to the defense
contract community and DOD components an analysis of
suspicious contacts and activities that could adversely impact
the protection of CPI or critical program information. The DSS
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analysis breaks down the reports by region, collection methods,
contractor or collector affiliations, and targeted technologies
to provide clear awareness to contractors and U.S. government
agencies of which entities are targeting the industry, what
they target and how they attempt to gain access to classified
information and technology. For the fifth year in a row, the top
four collector regions were, in order of the highest number of
reports of threat score: 1) East Asia and the Pacific, 2) Near
East, 3) South and Central Asia, and 4) Europe and Eurasia.
Using mostly commercial operations and attempted acquisition
of the targeted technologies, the top technologies targeted
in 2016 were aeronautic systems, followed by electronics,
command control communication computers. The report
also suggested a continuing threat to cleared contractors at
conferences, conventions and trade shows.
The Department of Defense published a memorandum to
DOD acquisition personnel providing guidance on contractors’
implementation of National Institute of Standard and
Technology Special Publication 800-171 protecting controlled,
unclassified information in non-federal information systems
and organizations. Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation
Supplement Clause 252.204.7012 requires contractors to
provide “adequate security” for covered defense information,
processed, stored or transmitted on contractors’ internal
information systems or networks. Contractors must, at a
minimum, implement NIST 800-171 no later than December
31, 2017. This guidance is provided to address the manner
in which contractors may implement the special publication
at NIST, how a contractor may use a systems security plan to
document implementation of the NIST special publication and
security requirements and examples of how DOD organizations
may choose to leverage a contractor’s system security plan
and any associated plans of action in the contract formation,
administration and source selection processes.
On September 27 the Small Business Administration issued
a final rule to adopt, without any change, its proposed rule
to incorporate OMB’s North American Industry Classification
System revisions for 2017 for its table of small business size
standards. The 2017 revision created 21 new industries by
reclassifying, combining or splitting 29 existing industries under
changes made to the NAICS in 2012. The updated size standards
are effective as of October 1, 2017. The rule results in a change
in six industries that are noteworthy: One is mining, oil and gas
extraction, three in manufacturing, and two in retail trade. The
rule also changes the size, the standard measurement for Code
512210, which is for record production from 7.5 million, that is
a revenue base standard, to an employee base standard of 250
employees.
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In early October, Chief of Staff General Mark Milley and Acting
Secretary Brian D. McCarthy of the Department of the Army
distributed a memorandum entitled “Modernization Priorities
for the United States Army.” The memorandum states that the
focus of the army’s modernization strategy is to make soldiers
and units more lethal. To support his focus, General Milley
and Secretary McCarthy set forth six modernization priorities,
among which is an army network of hardware, software and
infrastructure, sufficiently mobile and expeditionary that can
be used to fight cohesively in any environment where the
electromagnetic spectrum is denied or degraded. General
Milley and Secretary McCarthy also commented that the
army’s modernization success is dependent among other
things improving acquisition business processes and pursuing
commercial off-the-shelf options. It will be interesting to see
if those processes can be improved and if the move back
to commercial items rather than customized solutions pays
dividends expected.
GAO released a report outlining its review of the Department
of Defense OIG’s reprisal investigations program for DOD
civilians and contractors. GAO found that DOD IG did not
meet its statutory or internal timeliness goals for more than
83% of whistleblower reprisal investigations it closed in fiscal
years 2013-2015. GAO noted that although the average length
of all closed investigations improved by approximately 20%
over the three fiscal years, the average lengths nonetheless
exceeded timeliness goals by more than 100 days. GAO’s
recommendations, and there were seven of them, included that
the IG strengthen its internal controls checklist and develop a
process to oversee all defense intelligence component cases.
DOD IG concurred with these recommendations.
The Department of Justice announced a series of sentences in
connection with an overbilling scheme for emergency escape
windows for Humvees which caused the U.S. Department of the
Army Tanck Automotive and Armaments Command (“TACOM”)
to lose 6.1 million dollars. The defendants, including a TACOM
deputy project manager, previously pled guilty to major fraud,
illegal gratuities and tax violations in June 2017. The sentences
range from probation to 46 months incarceration and fines of
several hundred thousand dollars.
On October 11, Ellen Moore, the Under Secretary for Defense
for Acquisition Technology and Logistics, told reporters that the
DOD intends to speed up contract delivery time with a goal of
cutting contracting time by a whopping 50%. Under Secretary
Moore referenced the Air Force’s success utilizing other
transaction authority OTAs and stated that DOD staff should be
cognizant of their ability to use OTA and take a more flexible
approach to preparement. DOD is also working to simplify

the acquisition process by reducing regulatory funds where
appropriate and by frequently meeting with industry.

whether DOJs announcement is in fact a sign of a real shift in its
enforcement tactics.

November 2017 Highlights

In October, the Department of State announced the revocation
of Economic Sanctions of Sudan and the government of Sudan
under Executive Orders 13067 and 13412. The department
cited the government of Sudan’s sustained positive actions
to maintain a cessation of hostility of conflict areas in Sudan,
improve humanitarian access throughout Sudan and maintain
cooperation with the United States to address regional conflicts
and the threat of terrorism. The revocation became effective on
October 12, 2017.

In October, the Defense Innovation Unit Experimental released
a report outlining efforts during the fourth quarter of 2017
which included just shy of $200 million dollars in awards for
59 pilot contracts and two follow on production contracts in
the areas of autonomy, artificial intelligence, human systems,
information technology and space. The report states that DIUX
with support of Army Contracting Command in New Jersey
awarded each pilot contract through a roughly 90-calendar day
process from first contact with the company. DIUX also reported
that the majority of funding for these projects came from DOD
partners and that there had been an increase in private sector
R&D funding as the 59 companies that has a contract account
for roughly 4 billion dollars in private sector R&D funding.
Furthermore, as of September 30th DIUX and Army Contracting
Command in New Jersey have transitioned follow on production
contracts making it the first time DOD has ever awarded the
production under its other transition authority.
On October 16, GAO sustained L3’s protest of the Navy issuance
of a tasks order to LIDOS for operations of the Navy’s total rate
facilities. L3 alleged among other things that the Navy acted
improperly when it issued the award to LIDOS given that LIDOS
required certain proposed new key employees to enter into
binding arbitration agreements as a condition of employment.
In support of its allegation, L3 relied on a provision of the
FY 2010 NDAA which Congress has subsequently reenacted
through identical provisions which precludes expenditure
of funds on any contract in excess of $1M dollars unless the
contractor agrees not to require employees to arbitrate certain
employment claims. GAO sustained the protest, citing a lack of
evidence.
After months of signaling that a change of the Department of
Justice’s qui tam practices was imminent, Michael Granston,
Director of the Civil Fraud Section, announced change during
a presentation at the Healthcare Compliance Association’s
Healthcare Enforcement Compliance Institute on October
30. DOJ will now move to dismiss a qui tam complaint when
it concludes a complaint lacks merit. Although announced as
a means of conserving judicial and litigant resources we also
wonder if the apparent change is spurred by a concern over the
creation of that law under Escobar’s materiality standard and
whether that’s a driving force behind the decision – given that
DOJ rarely exercises its statutory authority to move to dismiss
a qui tam complaint it should not be difficult to ascertain

On November 1, 2017, General Gustave (Gus) Perna, the
Commanding General of the Army Material Command stated
the U.S.’s Army, is shifting its IP procurement approach and is
exploring whether to purchase technical data rights underlying
procured equipment. General Perna suggested that although
obtaining these rights will increase upfront costs to the
government it will increase efficiency and lower sustainment
costs by allowing the service to expand its options for
developing or obtaining spare or repair parts. In furtherance to
this goal AMC is engaging with industry – ensuring partnerships
with Army acquisition executives and working with lawyers,
contractors and other stake holders.

December 2017 Highlights
GAO provided to the Congress its annual report on bid protest
for the fiscal year. Among other information the report
presented the following statistics: cases filed declined by 7%,
effectiveness rates rose by 1%, and GAO sustained 17% of
protests that were resolved on the merits during Fiscal Year
17 as compared to 23% in 16. The most prevalent grounds for
sustains were unreasonable technical evaluations, unreasonable
past performance evaluations, unreasonable cost or price
evaluations, inadequate documentation of the record and
flawed selection decisions.
In mid-December, White House cybersecurity coordinator,
Rob Joyce announced a formative cybersecurity policy entitled
Vulnerabilities Equities Policy and Process for the United States
Government. According to the policy, the primary focus is to
prioritize the public’s interest in cybersecurity and to protect
core internet infrastructure information systems, critical
infrastructure systems and the U.S. economy through the
disclosure of vulnerabilities discovered by the government. The
VEP balances whether to disseminate vulnerability information
to the vendor supplier in the expectation that it will be patched
or temporarily restrict knowledge of the vulnerability to the
U.S. government and potentially other partners so it can be
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used for national security law enforcement purposes such as
Intel Collection and Military Oxon Counter Intel. In striking this
balance, the policy is creating a level of transparency that has
not previously existed, but also allows the U.S. to join with
several countries that have announced formal policies in this
area. The policy applies to all government components and
personnel contractors and includes government off-the-shelf,
commercial-off-the shelf or other commercial information
systems.
On November 7th, Acting Secretary of the Army Ryan
McCarthy issued a memo assigning the Director of Business
Transformation the additional responsibility of Director of the
Army Modernization Task Force. This task force will examine
the Army’s modernization process, identify problems stemming
from the Army’s current organization and management and
make recommendations to restructure or redefine roles
accordingly. The Task Force was established in response to
perceptions that Army practices for requirements in capabilities
development take much too much time causing the Army to
fall behind in war fighting technology. The memo ordered that
no later than February 6, 2018 the Task Force must present
to the Secretary of the Army and Chief of Staff of the Army
its recommendations to redefine roles, functions, authorities,
structure, organization and resources in order to eliminate or
reduce problem areas.
Departments of State, Treasury and Commerce issued notice
rules amending the Cuba Sanctions Program. These rules
implement President Trump’s national security presidential
memorandum on strengthening the policy of the U.S. towards
Cuba.
The National Defense Authorization Act was released for fiscal
year 2018. The continued themes are fewer regulatory burdens,
further streamlining commercial item procurements, increase
innovation, and a focus on reducing fraud, waste and abuse.
Every year there is more of a move away from low-priced,
technically acceptable contracting and dramatically increased
use of other transaction authority. There is this pendulum
move from more competition to more traditional procurements
back again to more commercial items and almost this setting
up of other transactions as an extra, far outside the federal
acquisition regulation structure for traditional competitionbased procurements to increase innovation.
The Standard Annual Report On Defense Contracting Fraud,
Section 889, requires certain additional data, summary of fraudrelated criminal convictions and civil judgments, assessment
of the total value of DOD contracts given in the past 5 years.
This requirement is for those contractors on the “bad-boy list,”
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if you will, and is seeking express recommendations from the
Office of the Inspector General regarding “how to penalize
contractors repeatedly involved in fraud in connection with
contracts or other transactions.” The notable addition there is
“other transactions,” and you see the continued, almost urban
legend that there are contractors out there repeatedly involved
in fraud. Now there is a continual low level of investigations and
whistleblower complaints compared to out-and-out criminal
law convictions. The way the government deals with these
things, they collapse them all into one big ball, and the last
time this particular line of inquiry really gained steam, you saw
pressure to debar more, to suspend more. The Suspend Act
created a lot of pressure in that arena to actually exclude more
and more contractors.
The Air Force Space Contractor Watchlist, the special, almost
extra-due-process “bad boy list” for space contractors as
governed by the Space and Missile Systems Center Commander
is Section 1612 of the MDAA. That has due process concerns
written all over it and that’s something we are watching closely
as well as the continuing efforts to prohibit the use of Kaspersky
Lab products is Section 1631. But more interestingly than that,
there is a call for a broad swath of the government to assess
whether they have the ability to excise software or IT products
that create national security and intelligence concerns, such
as how Kaspersky Lab is alleged to have done, and we may see
some additional capabilities being given to the government
in future years to excise these sorts of risks far sooner and
perhaps without as much due process.
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About Crowell & Moring’s Israel Practice
Our Israel Practice provides one-stop strategic and legal
advice to Israeli companies doing business in the U.S. and
multinationals partnering with Israeli companies. We handle the
complete array of issues that Israel-related businesses tend to
experience, from intellectual property advice on the first idea, to
corporate and employment representation in the establishment
and financing of the entity, to securities work on the public
offering, through M&A representation in conjunction with the
sale of the company.

• Mergers & Acquisitions

We understand the fast-paced, cutting-edge needs of Israeli
companies, investors, executives and entrepreneurs. We
anticipate issues and opportunities and operate proactively,
quickly, and creatively. We are deeply ensconced in the most
relevant sectors including:

• Labor & Employment

• Intellectual Property
• Formation of U.S. Entities & Tax Planning
• Financing, including venture capital and debt financings
• Public Offerings
• Government Contracts
• International Litigation & Dispute Resolution
• Advertising & Product Risk Management
• International Trade and Customs
• Joint Ventures and Franchising
• Licensing and Strategic Collaborations

• High Tech
• Technology, Media & Telecommunications
• Internet
• Cybersecurity
• Aerospace & Defense
• Pharmaceuticals & Life Sciences
• Energy/Clean Tech
• Retail & Consumer Products
We handle virtually every type of legal work needed by Israeli
companies doing business in the U.S. and around the world.
Areas of focus include:

We facilitate business opportunities for our clients by early
identification of market openings, private and government RFPs,
technology trends, investor desires, compelling technology
and the like, and by making introductions to potential business
partners. Our extensive relationships with Fortune 500
companies, category killers, private equity leaders, and venture
capital funds enable us to introduce Israeli emerging companies
to the most sought after investors and strategic partners. And
our vast network in the Israeli business community allows
us to introduce our industry-leading multinational clients to
compelling Israeli technologies and products, and those who
create them.
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Sam Feigin is chair of C&M’s Israel practice, chair of the Emerging Companies/
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longstanding Chambers-ranked M&A/Corporate attorney and leading Employment
attorney with more than 20 years of experience of representing Israeli companies
establishing presences and doing business and transactions in the US and globally.
For 2017, the National Law Journal named Sam one of fewer than 20 M&A and
Antitrust Trailblazers.
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